COST SAVINGS
+ Prevent underspinning that can result in costly customer returns.
+ Prevent overspinning by only using premium cotton for deserving yarn.
+ Reduce need for large amount of on-hand bale inventory.

CONSISTENT QUALITY
+ Create uniform mixes that minimize variation.
+ Take control of cotton fiber properties using MILLNet™ Pick engine.

MANAGEMENT TOOLS
+ Top management can easily review snapshots of mill operations.
+ Cotton buyers clearly know what inventory they have, so they know what they need.
+ Spinning/QC managers have analytical tools and reports to evaluate and track quality.
+ Warehouse managers can use inventory reports/graphs to streamline bale movements.

INVENTORY & CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
+ Group similar bales together for organized and efficient retrieval.
+ Contract management features allow the tracking of incoming cotton against contract terms, simplified bale pricing, and overall cost control.

COTTON BENEFITS
+ Priority access to Cotton Incorporated technical and marketing services.
+ Products are promoted in online sourcing directory and various trade media.

THE RIGHT COTTON. THE RIGHT PLACE. THE RIGHT TIME.
What is MILLNet™ software?

A software package designed to help spinning mills select the right cotton for the right end product and to:

+ Better manage cotton contracts and inventory
+ Produce laydowns of consistent quality
+ Produce an array of invaluable management tools
+ Reduce raw material costs
Why MILLNet™ Software?

With proven success and positive results, industry leading spinning mills all over the world reap the benefits of MILLNet™ software allowing them to spin cotton to its maximum value.